Course Catalog Web Form Cheat Sheet

⇒ When units are reduced below 3, check for GERs; no GER allowed when minimum units below 3; tell Lindi

⇒ When grading basis changed to S/NC, check for GERs; no GER allowed when minimum units below 3; tell Lindi

⇒ When SIS course is not given (component = ISS, ISF, or IDS), change to Bulletin print = no

⇒ When SIS is given (component = ISS, ISF, or IDS), change to Bulletin print = yes

⇒ Illegal NQTR combos:
  o NOTTHIS + any quarter (i.e., AUT, WIN, SPR, SUM)
  o NOTTHISALT + any quarter (i.e., AUT, WIN, SPR, SUM)
  o NOTTHIS + NOTNEXT

⇒ Required NQTR combos:
  o NOTNEXT must have a quarter
  o NOTNEXTALT must have a quarter
  o ONCEONLY must have a quarter

⇒ 0 (zero) units not allowed

⇒ “SI” (student-initiated) courses must be ACT, max 2 units, S/NC

⇒ SIS courses (-N and -Q) must be component = ISF, ISS, or IDS

⇒ DIS and LBS must be associated with another component; otherwise, only one component per course

⇒ OSP courses have no xlistings and Academic Group - VPUE